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We started the year with an address to our team and used the following
simple, yet powerful words: “May this be your best year”. We said these words
knowing the different challenges in the room and in the world. We followed

Lourensford Wine Estate
Lourensford Road,
Somerset West,
7130

This PDF is interactive. Click on the page you
would like to view and click on the videos or
documents to view in your browser.

up our words with a plan of action for the year – a strategy. A strategy is
required for such an audacious statement because audacious dreams don’t
just happen.

021 852 9092
tania@grayswan.co.za

A strategy requires a plan. We’d like to expand on the word “best”, and say if
there are three words to anchor our drive for the next season in our business,

STELLENBOSCH OFFICE

they are “exceedingly, abundantly, above”. Our determination to excel and
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our persistent drive to improve our offering, as well as our pride in the quality
and precision of our work, are our core value drivers for the year.

Ground Floor, Ou Kollege,
35 Kerk Street,
Stellenbosch,
7600

“We are what we repeatedly do.
Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.”

082 336 8615
duncan@grayswan.co.za

We have developed a habit of doing the right things at the right time,

– Aristotle

consistently. We are excited to share with you the results yielded by this habit
in this business update. Our promise to our clients remains: We will always
info@grayswan.co.za
www.grayswan.co.za

go the extra mile.
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DUNCAN THERON
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Taking
Flight
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A decade has flown by since we started GraySwan. Our clients who have joined us on this
journey have witnessed our high conviction, our service excellence investment consulting,
and our institutionalised wealth management approach. We have worked especially hard to
build a robust foundation, and our superior long-term track records are definitive proof that our
investment philosophy and process works.
We have always chosen to take the road less travelled by offering a truly independent investment
consulting and wealth management service, and that continues to make all the difference.

We currently provide investment consulting services to more than R15 billion of institutional client
assets (i.e., retirement funds, umbrella funds, short term insurers and even a medical aid fund) and
to in excess of R1 billion private client and family office investors. Our institutional clients range
from a R30 million group retirement annuity to a R5 billion institutional fund. Our private clients
start from R1 million and range to R50 million, while our family office clients start from R100
million and range well beyond. We are honoured to serve a broad spectrum of clients and remain
committed to ensure each client receives our best investment views and our service excellence.

We wish to again thank all our clients for your
continued loyalty and unwavering support. We
consider every client as our partner and part of
our family, and will always strive to provide you
with our best efforts and return our gratitude
for the trust that you have placed in us.

If you want a different
performance than
the crowd,
you have to do things
differently.
- John Templeton
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As you have become accustomed to, we
are more than just an investment advisory
business. We care, and we always go the extra
mile to ensure your success in meeting your
long-term performance objectives. As your
long-term investment partner, we are driven
to continuously enhance our thinking, finesse
the way we do things, and most importantly,
invest smartly for the future, today.

Our heart for empowering our clients to
make informed investment decisions can be
witnessed in our ongoing communication and
in our actions.
We have, over the past year, rolled out high
impact research snippets and hosted online
webinars where we connected our clients with
investment expertise.
Our frequent videos further complement our
efforts to keep our clients informed of the
latest trends in investments, as well as to
outline megatrend investment opportunities
for the next decade.
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In doing so, we are taking a proactive
step towards addressing the country’s
staggering retirement crisis.
Currently, 70% of South Africans across
all income brackets feel they don’t
have enough money to retire on, and
only 12% are confidently within a safe
retirement threshold. It is estimated that,
to maintain their living standards after
retirement, employees will need to save
at least 15% of their salary for 30 years.

Umbrella
Funds

section
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To meet this challenge, employers need
to responsibly invest in their employees’
retirement. By empowering these
decision makers, we are contributing
to an environment where more people
are able to enter retirement more
comfortably and without concern.

In this regard, Allan Gray recently hosted
a virtual conference “Thinking Through
the Noise” for an immersive day of
thought-provoking insights from local
and international industry leaders on the
subject of retirement funds.
Our CEO, Duncan Theron who is an
expert in the field, had the privilege to
moderate a global panel of experts in
their discussion regarding “Choosing a
Default Investment Portfolio”.
In addition to advising seven of the
ten largest retirement funds in South
Africa, Duncan now also advises
many Umbrella Fund clients on how
to implement optimal and global best
practice investment solutions for their
members.

Watch Duncan Theron, at the Allan Gray virtual conference discussing
“Choosing a Default Investment Portfolio”.

As a first for the investment industry, we are excited to launch a much needed Umbrella Fund
Default Investments Report to specifically enable trustees and employers to better understand
the various Default Investment options offered by Umbrella Funds in South Africa. We are proud
to take a leading role in this initiative and anticipate producing the report on a quarterly basis.
Thank you to all the Umbrella Fund providers which are participating in the report.

Presently, the norm requires that the company decision maker embarks on an intense and
intricate process of analysing the comparative details of all the numerous Umbrella Fund
options available in the market, which is a daunting, time-consuming and complex exercise.
Our clear, independent, and objective insights will empower decision makers to stay informed
of the various Umbrella Fund service providers and their available Default Investment
strategies, the performance thereof as benchmarked versus our independently calculated
peergroup benchmarks, and of course, the costs.
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GRAYSWAN MEGATREND THEMATIC PORTFOLIOS

GraySwan
Global Equity
Disruption

GraySwan
Global Equity
Health
Innovation

Asset
Class

Investment
Objective

GraySwan
Global Equity
Blockchain &
Cybersecurity

GraySwan
Global Equity
Commodities
for Change

GraySwan
Global Smart
Property

To outperform the benchmark over any 5-year rolling period.

Name of
Portfolio

Equity

Megatrend Thematic
Portfolios ($)

Real Estate

03

Megatrends are forces that sculpt new investment landscapes for long term investors.
The changes it brings are global in scale, fundamental in nature and potentially disruptive
in the sphere it applies to. GraySwan has constructed 5 unique offshore $ based megatrend
themnatic portfolios for our clients. Such can be accessed via an offshore stockbroker
platform (we are also structuring these offerings in a listed Exchange Traded Note on the
Swiss Stock Exchange. Minimum investment is $25,000. Investors can also access such via a
Tax Effective Wrapper via local LInked Investment Service Providers.

Megatrends

section

View our five GraySwan Megatrend
Thematic Portfolios below.

Benchmark

Universe of Funds / ETF’s

Description of the Megatrend

MSCI All
Countries
World Total
Return Index

Instruments which are focussed on the development of new products
or services, technological improvements and advancements in
scientific research relating to the areas of DNA, industrial innovation
in energy, automation and manufacturing, the increased use of shared
technology, infrastructure and services, and technologies that make
financial services more efficient.

Disruptive innovation refers to
a technology whose application
significantly affects the way a
market or industry functions.

MSCI All
Countries
World Health
Care Total
Return Index

Instruments which are focussed on innovation within global healthcare
services or growth potential due to major structural drivers including
shifting global demographics, social changes, and the increased
application of biotechnology.

The future of health care lies in
advances in digital health care
technologies, including artificial
intelligence, nanotechnology,
3D-printing and VR/AR.

MSCI All
Countries
World Digital
Economy
Total Return
Index

Instruments that are focused on digital services or growth potential
due to the increasing prevalence and application of digital services.
Furthermore, companies that participate in the growth of the
blockchain ecosystem, as well as artificial intelligence, data processing
and cyber security, also forms part of the investment universe.

Digital economy refers to an
economy that is based on digital
computing technologies, or also
referred to as the New Economy or
Economy 2.0.

Bloomberg
Barclays
GlobalAggregate
Total Return
Index

Instruments which are focussed on the transition from traditional
commodities and fossil fuels to next generation commodities and
renewable energy sources. Further focus areas are energy generation,
energy storage, sustainable food, water and even cannabis.

Sustainable commodities will
replace fossil fuels as the world’s
main energy source, as the world
increasingly pushes for cleaner and
more sustainable development
goals.

FTSE EPRA
Nareit Global
Real Estate
Index

Instruments which are focussed on the development of areas like
smart connectivity (IoT), smart buildings, smart homes, smart safety
and security, smart mobility, smart waste and water management, and
smart energy and grids.

As our physical and digital worlds
become intertwined, so-called
“smart” properties integrate
integrate digital technologies to
provide a competitive advantage.

www.grayswan.co.za l 021 852 9092 (CT) l 011 431 0141 (JHB)
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GraySwan’s institutional clients enjoy access to some of the
world’s best megatrend thematic investment managers and funds
directly at lower costs via our investment consulting advice. With
the introduction of these portfolios, we aim to offer our private
client investors the same benefits of access and low cost.

We believe the world
has changed; a range of
disruptive forces have led to
the emergence of innovative
business models that are
creating new opportunities
for long term investors.
Megatrends are shaping the
world on a fundamental scale
and evolve independently of
the economic cycle.
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We were successful in the recent listing of the Global Disruption
Equity Portfolio on the Swiss Stock Exchange as an Exchange
Traded Note (ETN) and now, private investors are able to profit
from our theory through their preferred stockbroker. We have full
conviction in our research and our best ideas are now open to all
investors – not just our GraySwan clients.

After three years of intense research efforts, we have, over the past nine months, launched five US$based Global Megatrends Thematic Portfolios, namely:
Global Disruption
Equity Portfolio

Health Innovation
Equity Portfolio

Commodities for
Change Portfolio

Smart
Properties Portfolio

Blockchain &
Cybersecurity
Equity Portfolio

Find out how megatrends are shaping
the investment world we live in.

Read our article on
“Using ETFs to build Global Portfolios”.

Be on the lookout for our invitations to our online Megatrend
Thinking events, where we will spend time unpacking the how
and the why of investing in our best global investment ideas. We
are committed to equip all our clients with all the information you
need along the journey as we believe that being aware of global
megatrends is one thing, but developing strategies in response to
them is about knowing enough to pick the structural winners for
the next decade.

INVESTMENT CONSULTING I WEALTH MANAGEMENT I OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS
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Alternative
Investments
Traditional investment thinking lead most
investors to only invest in listed and wellknown government nominal and inflationlinked bonds. But there are so many other
higher income-generating opportunities that
could and should be considered to build a
well-diversified income portfolio. They are
less known, less understood, they are less
liquid and not always listed – these income-

section
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generating opportunities are what we call
“Alternative Credit”. Alternative Credit as an
investment strategy sources investment
opportunities that fall outside of traditional,
well-defined, fixed income markets, providing
excellent diversification for investors that
wish to yield a consistent return of 2% in
excess of STEFI (Money Market).

In this regard, GraySwan has recently been awarded a Category IIA License by the FSCA - this
enables us to offer a range of alternative investment products for our clients to compliment their
current investment strategy.
We are in the final process of converting our
current Alternative Credit Limited Liability
Partnership (LLP), which has a superior
two-year track record to a best of breed
regulated Qualified Investor Fund (QIF) and
will then be able to offer such to qualified
and sophisticated investors.
Learn more about Alternative Credit and what
it means for your investment portfolio.

10

Read below where give more details about
“Debt Markets Explained.”
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The Fund will be ideal for investors who
are currently looking for higher incomegenerating investment opportunities. Money
market returns are at decade lows and equity
markets have just returned more than 30%
over the past 12 months and are due for a
pullback. The Fund has yielded a consistent
return of 2% in excess of STEFI (Money
Market) after all fees and is an attractive
compliment to an existing portfolio of money

market and income portfolio assets.
The Fund invests in a blended portfolio of
local fixed income unit trusts, fixed income
hedge funds and private credit and is
designed to be a portfolio diversifier and
stable source of returns in excess of money
market yields.
We have already hosted one online webinar
where we discussed the broader investment
strategy.
Once the Fund is set-up as a QIF will we surely
be telling you more about the investment
opportunity, the underlying investment
managers and the funds which make up the
construction of the Fund.

INVESTMENT CONSULTING I WEALTH MANAGEMENT I OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS
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Unit Trust Range
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Four years ago, we launched three risk profiled Regulation 28 compliant GraySwan Unit Trusts. At the
time, we realised our private clients needed lower cost retirement fund saving solutions compared to
what was offered in the retail market. Today, we manage in excess of R420 million in assets across our
Cautious, Moderate and Aggressive Regulation 28 compliant Fund of Fund Unit Trusts.

We will be launching a new GraySwan Worldwide Flexible Unit Trust in the next three months in response

30 JUNE 2021
GRAYSWAN SANLAM COLLECTIVE INVESTMENTS
CAUTIOUS FUND OF FUNDS
MINIMUM DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT

ISSUE DATE: 14/07/2021

FUND OBJECTIVE
To outperform the ASISA South African Multi Asset Low Equity Category over any 3-year rolling period. The fund will consist of a mix of collective
investment scheme portfolios investing in equity, bond, property markets and money market instruments. The fund is ideally suited to the investor
requiring a cautiously managed, well diversified, actively managed multi asset and multi manager investment portfolio.

to growing need from our clients for non-Regulation 28 portfolios.

We have heard the feedback from our clients over
the last six months that they wish to invest in our
global best ideas, free from any constraints, and
they see the current environment where the Rand is
trading around USD / ZAR 14,50 as an opportunity
to move more assets offshore. Our solution will
be unconstrained and will incorporate our global
thinking, active asset allocation, and best of breed
investment manager and fund selection.

V i ew o u r
G r a yS wan SCI
Cau ti o u s
Fu n d o f Fu n d

section

The Fund will be aggressive in nature, targeting
CPI + 6% over 5 year rolling periods and typically
a higher weighting to offshore assets than which
Regulation 28 allows.

FUND STRATEGY
Investments to be included in the fund will, apart from assets in liquid form, consist solely of participatory interests in portfolios of collective investment
schemes registered in the Republic of South Africa or of participatory interest in collective investment schemes or other similar schemes operated in
territories with a regulatory environment which is to the satisfaction of the Manager and Trustees of a sufficient standard to provide investor protection
at least equivalent to that in South Africa. The fund will be allowed to invest in offshore investments as legislation permits. The fund will also be allowed
to invest in listed and unlisted financial instruments (derivatives) as allowed by the Act from time to time.
PERFORMANCE STATISTICSⁱ
LOW

LOW
MEDIUM

PERFORMANCE STATISTICSⁱ
MEDIUM

MEDIUM
HIGH

0.91%

0.65%

0.25%

Year to Date

7.34%

6.00%

3.67%

REGULATION 28 Compliant

Last 6 Months

7.34%

6.00%

3.67%

Last 1 Year

14.00%

11.00%

7.27%

Last 3 Years

21.10%

20.26%

18.99%

31.27%

28.26%

26.69%

BENCHMARK ASISA South African Multi Asset Low Equity
CLASS A
INCEPTION 01 July 2017

Since Inception

FUND SIZE R 78.42 million

ANNUALISED PERFORMANCE

MINIMUM INVESTMENT LISP Platform Dependent

Last 1 Year

14.00%

11.00%

7.27%

JSE CODE GSCFA

Last 3 Years

6.59%

6.34%

5.97%

INCOME DECLARATION DATE June & December

Since Inception

7.04%

6.42%

6.09%

PORTFOLIO VALUATION TIME 17:00

GRAYSWAN SANLAM COLLECTIVE INVESTMENTS
AGGRESSIVE FUND OF FUNDS

MINIMUM DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT

MINIMUM DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT

MINIMUM DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT

REPURCHASE PERIOD 2 – 3 business days
DISTRIBUTION HISTORY

ISSUE DATE: 14/07/2021

FUND OBJECTIVE
To outperform the ASISA South African Multi Asset Low Equity Category over any 3-year rolling period. The fund will consist of a mix of collective
investment scheme portfolios investing in equity, bond, property markets and money market instruments. The fund is ideally suited to the investor
requiring a cautiously managed, well diversified, actively managed multi asset and multi manager investment portfolio.

FUND OBJECTIVE
To outperform the ASISA South African Multi Asset Medium Equity Category over any 3-year rolling period. The fund will consist of a mix of collective
investment scheme portfolios investing in equity, bond, property markets and money market instruments. The fund is ideally suited to the investor that
requires a well-diversified and actively managed multi asset and multi manager investment portfolio.

FUND OBJECTIVE
To outperform the ASISA South African Multi Asset High Equity Category over any 3-year rolling period. The fund will consist of a mix of collective
investment scheme portfolios investing in equity, bond, property markets and money market instruments. The fund is ideally suited to the investor
looking to maximise long term capital and requires a well-diversified, actively managed multi asset and multi manager investment portfolio.

FUND STRATEGY
Investments to be included in the fund will, apart from assets in liquid form, consist solely of participatory interests in portfolios of collective investment
schemes registered in the Republic of South Africa or of participatory interest in collective investment schemes or other similar schemes operated in
territories with a regulatory environment which is to the satisfaction of the Manager and Trustees of a sufficient standard to provide investor protection
at least equivalent to that in South Africa. The fund will be allowed to invest in offshore investments as legislation permits. The fund will also be allowed
to invest in listed and unlisted financial instruments (derivatives) as allowed by the Act from time to time.

FUND STRATEGY
Investments to be included in the fund will, apart from assets in liquid form, consist solely of participatory interests in portfolios of collective investment
schemes registered in the Republic of South Africa or of participatory interest in collective investment schemes or other similar schemes operated in
territories with a regulatory environment which is to the satisfaction of the Manager and Trustee of a sufficient standard to provide investor protection
at least equivalent to that in South Africa. The fund shall be permitted to invest in offshore investments as legislation permits. The fund will also be
allowed to invest in listed and unlisted financial instruments (derivatives) as allowed by the Act from time to time.

FUND STRATEGY
Investments to be included in the funds will, apart from assets in liquid form, consist solely of participatory interests in portfolios of collective
investment schemes registered in the Republic of South Africa or of participatory interest in collective investment schemes or other similar schemes
operated in territories with a regulatory environment which is to the satisfaction of the Manager and Trustees of a sufficient standard to provide investor
protection at least equivalent to that in South Africa. The fund will be allowed to invest in offshore investments as legislation permits. The fund will also
be allowed to invest in listed and unlisted financial instruments (derivatives) as allowed by the Act from time to time.

PERFORMANCE STATISTICSⁱ

PERFORMANCE STATISTICSⁱ

RISK PROFILE

LOW

LOW
MEDIUM

PERFORMANCE STATISTICSⁱ
MEDIUM

MEDIUM
HIGH

HIGH

FUND

ASISA FUND CLASSIFICATION ASISA SA Multi Asset Low Equity
REGULATION 28 Compliant

BENCHMARK ASISA South African Multi Asset Low Equity
CLASS A
INCEPTION 01 July 2017
FUND SIZE R 78.42 million

CPI + 2%

Month to Date

0.91%

0.65%

0.25%

Year to Date

7.34%

6.00%

3.67%

LOW
MEDIUM

PERFORMANCE STATISTICSⁱ
MEDIUM

MEDIUM
HIGH

HIGH

REGULATION 28 Compliant

Last 6 Months

7.34%

6.00%

Last 1 Year

14.00%

11.00%

7.27%

Last 3 Years

21.10%

20.26%

18.99%

Since Inception

31.27%

28.26%

26.69%

3.67%

FUND

BENCHMARK ASISA South African Multi Asset Medium Equity
CLASS A
INCEPTION 01 July 2017
FUND SIZE R228.82 million

BENCHMARK

CPI + 4%

Month to Date

0.81%

0.54%

0.41%

Year to Date

9.08%

7.51%

4.68%

Last 6 Months

9.08%

7.51%

Last 1 Year

16.79%

13.72%

9.37%

Last 3 Years

18.07%

20.87%

26.13%

Since Inception

27.42%

28.44%

36.92%

4.68%

PERFORMANCE STATISTICSⁱ
LOW
MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM
HIGH

HIGH

FUND

BENCHMARK

CPI + 6%

CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE

More Risk/Return

Month to Date

0.50%

0.13%

0.57%

ASISA FUND CLASSIFICATION ASISA SA Multi Asset High Equity

Year to Date

10.94%

9.04%

5.68%

REGULATION 28 Compliant

Last 6 Months

10.94%

9.04%

5.68%

Last 1 Year

20.52%

16.98%

11.47%

Last 3 Years

17.51%

21.93%

33.54%

Since Inception

26.79%

30.05%

47.76%

BENCHMARK ASISA South African Multi Asset High Equity

ANNUALISED PERFORMANCE

NAV 1,117.27

LOW
Less Risk/Return

CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE

More Risk/Return

ASISA FUND CLASSIFICATION ASISA SA Multi Asset Medium Equity

ANNUALISED PERFORMANCE

NAV 1,114.73

LOW
Less Risk/Return

CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE

More Risk/Return

Less Risk/Return

BENCHMARK

CLASS A
INCEPTION 01 July 2017
FUND SIZE R120.53 million

ANNUALISED PERFORMANCE

NAV 1,159.35

MINIMUM INVESTMENT LISP Platform Dependent

Last 1 Year

14.00%

11.00%

7.27%

MINIMUM INVESTMENT LISP Platform Dependent

Last 1 Year

16.79%

13.72%

9.37%

MINIMUM INVESTMENT LISP Platform Dependent

Last 1 Year

20.52%

16.98%

11.47%

JSE CODE GSCFA

Last 3 Years

6.59%

6.34%

5.97%

JSE CODE GSMFA

Last 3 Years

5.69%

6.52%

8.04%

JSE CODE GSAFA

Last 3 Years

5.53%

6.83%

10.12%

INCOME DECLARATION DATE June & December

Since Inception

7.04%

6.42%

6.09%

INCOME DECLARATION DATE June & December

Since Inception

6.25%

6.46%

8.17%

INCOME DECLARATION DATE June & December

Since Inception

6.11%

6.79%

10.25%

ANNUALISED PERFORMANCE

REPURCHASE PERIOD 2 – 3 business days
DISTRIBUTION HISTORY
2020/12/31

20.20 cent per unit

2020/06/30

30.83 cent per unit

2019/12/31

27.52 cent per unit

FEES (Incl. VAT)
Manager Annual Fee

0.69%

Total Expense Ratio

1.29%

Transaction Cost

0.07%

Total Investment Charges

1.36%

*1.47%

TER Measurement Period: 01 July 2017 - 31 December 2020

* Industry Average Total Expense Ratio

PORTFOLIO VALUATION TIME 17:00

Developed Market Equities

15%

DAILY PRICE INFORMATION www.sanlam.co.za

INCOME PAYMENT DATE 1st business day of July & January

SINCE
INCEPTION SCATTER PLOT (AFTER FEES)ⁱⁱ
20%

TRANSACTION CUT OFF TIME 17:00

Local Cash

10%

Fund

5%

Local Bonds

REPURCHASE PERIOD 2 – 3 business days

Local Equities

DISTRIBUTION HISTORY

Benchmark

CPI + 2%

0%

Local Inflation
Linkers

Local Property

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

ANNUALISED STANDARD DEVIATION

Data Source: ProfileData Source date: 14/07/2021
ⁱInvestment performance is calculated for the portfolio and may differ per investor as a result of fees, actual investment date, reinvestment date and dividend withholding
tax.
ⁱⁱFor illustrative purposes only. Investment performance is calculated by taking the actual initial fee and all ongoing fees into account for the amount shown and income is
reinvested on the reinvestment date.

www.grayswan.co.za I (011) 431 0141 I (021) 852 9092
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16.17 cent per unit

2020/06/30

27.02 cent per unit

2019/12/31

21.40 cent per unit

FEES (Incl. VAT)

-5%

-10%
-15%

2020/12/31

I WEALTH MANAGEMENT I

Manager Annual Fee

0.69%

Total Expense Ratio

1.35%

Transaction Cost

0.10%

Total Investment Charges

1.45%

*1.55%

TER Measurement Period: 01 July 2017 - 31 December 2020

* Industry Average Total Expense Ratio

PORTFOLIO VALUATION TIME 17:00

Developed Market Equities

15%

DAILY PRICE INFORMATION www.sanlam.co.za

INCOME PAYMENT DATE 1st business day of July & January

SINCE
INCEPTION SCATTER PLOT (AFTER FEES)ⁱⁱ
20%

TRANSACTION CUT OFF TIME 17:00
Emerging Market Equities

10%

Local Bonds
Benchmark

5%

Fund

Local Cash

0%

REPURCHASE PERIOD 2 – 3 business days

Local Equities

DISTRIBUTION HISTORY
2020/12/31

11.83 cent per unit

2020/06/30

21.51 cent per unit

2019/12/31

12.96 cent per unit

FEES (Incl. VAT)

-5%
Local Property

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

ANNUALISED STANDARD DEVIATION

Data Source: ProfileData Source date: 14/07/2021
ⁱInvestment performance is calculated for the portfolio and may differ per investor as a result of fees, actual investment date, reinvestment date and dividend withholding
tax.
ⁱⁱFor illustrative purposes only. Investment performance is calculated by taking the actual initial fee and all ongoing fees into account for the amount shown and income is
reinvested on the reinvestment date.

www.grayswan.co.za I (011) 431 0141 I (021) 852 9092

I WEALTH MANAGEMENT I

Manager Annual Fee

0.69%

Total Expense Ratio

1.41%

Transaction Cost

0.14%

Total Investment Charges

1.55%

*1.58%

TER Measurement Period: 01 July 2017 - 31 December 2020

* Industry Average Total Expense Ratio

Emerging Market Equities

CPI + 6%

10%

Local Bonds

Benchmark

5%

Local Cash

0%

Local Equities

Fund
Local Inflation
Linkers

-5%
Local Property

-10%
-15%

20.20 cent per unit

2020/06/30

30.83 cent per unit

2019/12/31

27.52 cent per unit

FEES (Incl. VAT)
Manager Annual Fee

0.69%

Total Expense Ratio

1.29%

Transaction Cost

0.07%

Total Investment Charges

1.36%

*1.47%

TER Measurement Period: 01 July 2017 - 31 December 2020

* Industry Average Total Expense Ratio

Local Cash

10%

Fund

5%

Emerging Market Equities
Local Bonds

Local Equities

Benchmark

CPI + 2%

0%

Local Inflation
Linkers

-5%
Local Property

-10%
-15%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

ANNUALISED STANDARD DEVIATION

Developed Market Equities

15%

DAILY PRICE INFORMATION www.sanlam.co.za

Local Inflation Linkers

-10%
-15%

SINCE
INCEPTION SCATTER PLOT (AFTER FEES)ⁱⁱ
20%

TRANSACTION CUT OFF TIME 17:00
Emerging Market Equities

CPI + 4%

ANNUALISED PERFORMANCE

PORTFOLIO VALUATION TIME 17:00

ANNUALISED PERFORMANCE

INCOME PAYMENT DATE 1st business day of July & January

2020/12/31

Developed Market Equities

15%

DAILY PRICE INFORMATION www.sanlam.co.za

GRAYSWAN SANLAM COLLECTIVE INVESTMENTS
MODERATE FUND OF FUNDS
ISSUE DATE: 14/07/2021

SINCE
INCEPTION SCATTER PLOT (AFTER FEES)ⁱⁱ
20%

TRANSACTION CUT OFF TIME 17:00

30 JUNE 2021

GRAYSWAN SANLAM COLLECTIVE INVESTMENTS
CAUTIOUS FUND OF FUNDS
ISSUE DATE: 14/07/2021

CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE

ANNUALISED PERFORMANCE

30 JUNE 2021

CPI + 2%

ASISA FUND CLASSIFICATION ASISA SA Multi Asset Low Equity

INCOME PAYMENT DATE 1st business day of July & January

30 JUNE 2021

BENCHMARK

Month to Date

NAV 1,114.73

0ur Cautious, Moderate and Aggressive Regulation 28 compliant Fund of Fund Unit Trusts.

FUND

More Risk/Return

Less Risk/Return

We will also be incorporating our megatrend
thematic thinking within this Fund. We will send
out more details and invite you to online seminars
when we launch.

HIGH

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Data Source: ProfileData Source date: 14/07/2021
ⁱInvestment performance is calculated for the portfolio and may differ per investor as a result of fees, actual investment date, reinvestment date and dividend withholding
tax.
ⁱⁱFor illustrative purposes only. Investment performance is calculated by taking the actual initial fee and all ongoing fees into account for the amount shown and income is
reinvested on the reinvestment date.

ANNUALISED STANDARD DEVIATION

Data Source: ProfileData Source date: 14/07/2021
ⁱInvestment performance is calculated for the portfolio and may differ per investor as a result of fees, actual investment date, reinvestment date and dividend withholding
tax.
ⁱⁱFor illustrative purposes only. Investment performance is calculated by taking the actual initial fee and all ongoing fees into account for the amount shown and income is
reinvested on the reinvestment date.
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Team Updates
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M e e t G re g oi re
T h e ron , our
C h i e f Inve stm e nt
O ff i c e r
He has 18 years’ investment
experience of which 13 years as
an investment consultant and
5 years in offshore alternative
investment management. He is
the father of two, an eager runner,
always in for a good laugh,
thrives on the bountiful energy
of the city and is an ambitious
musician (not magician) by
heart.

Investment
Team
Together, Duncan and Gregoire Theron
initiate and drive the investment decisions
across our client and investment
portfolios. Collectively, they boast more
than 40 years of investment experience
and have not only consulted to many of the
most prestigious institutional investors,
but have also previously managed their
monies whilst working at an offshore
alternative investment manager. They are
backed up by our highly experienced team
of investment and performance analysts.

14

Gregoire now officially takes on a newly created role
of Chief Investment Officer (CIO). This is a subtle but
important change that we have made this year, with
his new role being well deserved for the new thinking
that he has brought to our enhanced investment and
risk management philosophy with regard to our Unit
Trusts since COVID-19 struck in March 2020.
More specifically, the enhanced and more dynamic
and active wealth management process which
Gregoire pioneered has led to our range of Unit
Trusts again exceeding the top quartile of our peers
over the past 12 months. Whilst short term superior
performance is short-lived, we always aspire to
exceed our benchmarks over the short, medium and
long term.

INVESTMENT CONSULTING I WEALTH MANAGEMENT I OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS

Wealth Management
Team
Okkie Slabbert joins our private client advisory and wealth
management team on the 1st of July 2021. Okkie is a Certified
Financial Planner (CFP®) and has been working as a wealth
manager, advising high net worth private investors and corporate
clients for the past 19 years. In addition to his investment
experience, he brings extensive experience in assessing and
addressing risk management solutions for individuals and
businesses.

We are delighted to introduce
Okkie as our new member of
our team. Watch the space
as he further enhances
our offering with ideas and
services and solutions which
we realise our private clients
need.

“It’s about keeping things simple but taking account of all
the aspects of a client’s estate, before deciding on a cost and
tax friendly solution. Every client is unique. There is no onesize-f its-all solution for our clients. Every client, whether it
be an individual, business or institution, receives our best
practice advice and our 100% dedication to their investment
as well as short term insurance portfolio.”

Reporting
Team

Robert Robinson, who has been working with
Duncan and Gregoire for almost ten years now,
leads the client reporting duties. He is backed up
by David Goosen, who has been at GraySwan for
more than five years and maintains our investment
manager database and conducts all our Peer
Group performance analyses.
Sarel Louw, who joined GraySwan two years ago,
is our dedicated resource on all our offshore
megatrend research, and his exceptional

analytical skills are a powerful addition to our
reporting team. Bailey Dewing, who has been with
GraySwan since inception, continues to ensure
our reports look world class.
Of significance to note, we now have a database
of more than 55,000 offshore funds which we
monitor and in which our clients can invest. We
scrutinise this universe of funds via our proprietary
systems and unique “swan rating” analysis.

INVESTMENT CONSULTING I WEALTH MANAGEMENT I OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS
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Office
Locations
JOH ANNESBURG OFFICE
Stonemill Office Park
300 Acacia Road
Darrenwood
011 431 0141
greg@grayswan.co.za

SOMERSE T WEST OFFICE
Lourensford Wine Estate
Lourensford Road,
Somerset West,
7130
021 852 9092
tania@grayswan.co.za

section
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As we continue to extend our investment reach, we are
equally excited to announce the extension of our physical
reach with the roof wetting of our second office in the
Western Cape.
In addition to our office in Somerset West, we now also
have a presence in Stellenbosch and look forward to
further growing our private client advisory and wealth
management footprint here. Our Johannesburg office
continues to provide premium investment and wealth
management services to our clients.
We are also looking at one other location in the Western
Cape but let’s keep one secret for now until further notice.

STELLENBOSCH OFFICE
Ground Floor, Ou Kollege,
35 Kerk Street,
Stellenbosch,
7600
082 336 8615
duncan@grayswan.co.za

info@grayswan.co.za
www.grayswan.co.za
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News
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Top: Our boardroom in the
Johannesburg Office
Far left: Our CIO’s Office in
the Johannesburg Office

Entrance to our
Somerset West Offices
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In the Press
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Our unique philosophy, combined with leading-edge investment research and ongoing market insights,
was celebrated by four publications that featured us in the first half of the year:

Short t erm inves t ment opt ions
Ju l y 2 02 1

GraySwan builds t r a c k re c o rd ,
s ees benef it in al t e r na t i ve c re d i t
Ma y 2 02 1

Our Chief Investment Officer, Gregoire Theron
and one of our Johannesburg based Financial
Advisors, Braam Bredenkamp, contributed to
this release.

Hedgenews Africa dove into our investment
philosophy with an article on our Alternative
Credit thinking.

Read More...

Read More...

O ffs hore Megat rend I nves t ing
O ffers R ic h R ewards

Whic h forec as t s a re yo u pa y i ng
mos t at t ent ion t o g o i ng i nt o 20 21 ?

Ap ri l 2 02 1

J an u a ry 2 02 1
Citywire featured our Chief Investment Officer,
Gregoire Theron, at the beginning of the year
about his investment insights for the next twelve
months.

Award-winning magazine, Stellenbosch Visio, wrote a two-page editorial on GraySwan, focusing on our
family office wealth management service.

We were featured by Enterprise Africa - a global
business magazine that explores various
success stories from across the continent.
GraySwan was one of the feature stories in
the magazine, covering our business and
investment consulting and wealth management
services.

Read More...

Read More...

Read More...

I nvest in g f or tom or row tod ay
June 20 21
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41,400

and counting!

Making a
Difference

section
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Read more about Charitable Trust
in our April 2021 Update.

Our greatest fear is not failure, but succeeding at something that
doesn’t really matter. As you know, GraySwan is not just about
business - we are also about caring for our community. People
and their well-being matter deeply to us.

That’s how many lives we have impacted
since the beginning of 2020 to date.
We have been fortunate to be able to help in this difficult
time where many people have been adversely impacted by
COVID-19. We have responded in various ways to contribute
towards making a difference in their lives.
One of the many highlights was when we refurbished a
classroom and a computer room floor at Danie Ackermann
Primary School in Somerset West. GraySwan has been a longtime partner of the school and we are grateful to have been
able to help them in this difficult time.

> 40,000

> 1,400

DONATED FUNDS

pairs of shoes to 31
children homes

food parcels to
families in need

to various schools and
non profit organisations

At GraySwan, we always “Walk with a Purpose”, which is the
foundation of our recent Shoe Drive’s distribution at Abraham
Kriel Emdeni Children’s Home. This initiative is so important to
us in closing the gap in one of life’s most basic necessities, a
pair of shoes.
www.walkwithapurpose.co.za
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L.O. A.D.I.N.G.
G ray Swan is taking f l ight

Our new Brand
We can never rest on our laurels. We need to push forward and catapult
our investment consulting offering to institutional clients and our
wealth management service to high net worth and family office clients
to an ever-higher performance, reporting, and service excellence level.
Direction determines destination. Our determination to excel and our
persistent drive to improve our offering, as well as our pride in the
quality and precision of our work, are our core value drivers for the next
year. If there are three words to anchor our drive for the next season in
our business, it is “exceedingly, abundantly, above”.

In this regard, we are thrilled to announce that we are refreshing our brand
identity. Our company has evolved so much since its founding in 2010 and
we are now ready for our GraySwan to take flight.

Expect an exciting and beautiful change but know our core beliefs and
values will never change. Over the next few months, we invite you to
follow our website, our communication and the media as we present
to you what we have been working on behind the scenes over the past
few months.
In closing, whilst we’re always trying to be better at what we do,
be assured that you will always have our best team and most
focused efforts to ensure that you meet your long term investment
objectives. Performance is what matters most! Our advice and wealth
management solutions will empower you to continue producing
superior, risk-adjusted, responsible, and sustainable investment
performance.
Our promise and commitment to our clients is further that we will
always go the extra mile. Whilst you can Sleep Well At Night (SWAN)
we will burn the midnight oil to ensure that your investments and your
legacy remain secured.
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